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Matthew McKernan Joins FSM Group as Director of Environment and Engineering
MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC – FSM Management Group Inc. (FSM Group) is pleased to announce that Matthew
McKernan, a veteran manager with more than fifteen years of experience managing operational risks
through management systems, auditing, and regulatory compliance programs, has joined FSM Group as
Director of Environment and Engineering.
Mr. McKernan will oversee environmental management and a team of project engineers for a portfolio
of airport fuel system projects in eastern Canada. His diverse industry experience brings a balanced
perspective to both project management and environmental risk.
“Matthew is the perfect addition to FSM Group,” said Robert Iasenza, Vice President of Engineering and
Operations at FSM Group. “His wealth of experience in aviation and transportation complements our
dynamic, multidisciplinary team.”
Mr. McKernan comes to FSM Group from VIA Rail Canada where he managed Environmental Health and
Safety (EHS) risk for their maintenance, real estate and corporate departments, and Pratt & Whitney
Canada where he held regional and corporate EHS manager positions in the aerospace manufacturing
sector, managing a large group of multidisciplinary professionals to improve overall EHS performance.
FSM Group is a multinational professional services firm headquartered in Montréal, Canada that
provides airport fuel consortium administration services, fuel infrastructure project and construction
management services, engineering and environmental management services, business consulting, and
structured finance solutions for aviation fuel and ground fuel facilities at major airports in North
America. In addition, FSM Group provides niche solutions to fuel system management at small and
mid-size airports.
Since 2001, FSM Group has managed the design and construction of large-scale jet fuel offloading,
storage and distribution systems at all major airports in Canada. FSM Group has structured multi-million
dollar long-term financing programs at Toronto Pearson and Montréal-Trudeau airports, and has
managed the accounting, legal and financial aspects of large-scale projects at those airports.
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